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When NBC signed Toscanini’s most hated rival, Leopold Stokowski, to be the new music 
director of the orchestra, they were achieving two things: they were ensuring that the high quality 
of the product would be maintained even if this was the end of Toscanini’s involvement, and 
they were pleasing a large segment of the audience who had complained that Toscanini didn’t 
perform enough modern music. 

But of course, “modern music” was, and remains, a relative term; Alan Gilbert was 
excoriated by New York Philharmonic attendees for daring to perform a complete cycle of such 
“modern” music as the complete symphonies of Carl Nielsen—in the early 21st century! 
Moreover, the “modern music” that Stokowski conducted, though clearly a wider repertoire, was 
for the most part relatively conventional or “safe” works for a general audience. With the 
exception of Arnold Schoenberg, Stokowski conducted no music, then or in his later years, that 
went much beyond the composers active in the early 1940s: Walter Piston, Roy Harris, Dmitri 
Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Hovhaness, Hindemith, Stravinsky, Harris, Hanson, Copland, Virgil 
Thomson, William Grant Still, George Antheil and such now-obscure names as Robert Kelly, 
Herbert Haufrecht and Harold Triggs. Like Toscanini, who decided in 1928 that he was pretty 
much through with most new music unless it really appealed to him, Stokie made a similar 
decision in his early 60s. Though he lived more than 30 years longer, Stokowski would never 
conduct aleatoric works, no Ligeti, Ghedini or Segerstam, none of Stravinsky’s serial scores, or 
any music that went beyond the confines of, say, Hindemith, Piston and Havergal Brian (the last 
“new” composer he added to his repertoire, in the late 1960s). 

With the coming of Stokowski, NBC was able to cut back the broadcast time from 90 
minutes to an hour. This was surely a cost-cutting measure, since the symphony broadcasts did 
not have commercial sponsorship in the first four seasons (a demand of Toscanini’s to separate 
commerce from art), although in the third Stokowski season they acquired General Motors as a 
paying sponsor and renamed the orchestra “The General Motors Symphony of the Air.” But 
Stokowski demand that the sonics of Studio 8-H be “sweetened” to provide a somewhat more 
natural sound. During this period, the concerts were moved to the “Cosmopolitan Opera House,” 
a building later renamed the Mecca Temple or City Center. This was an unexpected and 
unwelcome expense that the NBC board hadn’t planned on. 

In addition, rather than wanting to increase his workload beyond 15 concerts per season, 
Stokowski actually decreased that number, giving only eight concerts in the 1941-42 season. 
This caused another headache for NBC, who had to scramble to get the other weeks covered by 
guest conductors. Dean Dixon, NBC staffers Frank Black and Efrem Kurtz and, Canadian 
maestro Sir Ernest Macmillan were rushed in to fill the void along with such already-contracted 
names as Dimitri Mitropoulos, Juan José Castro, George Szell, Fritz Reiner and Alfred 
Wallenstein. In his second and third seasons with the orchestra, Stokowski increased this to only 
12 concerts, but by the 1942-43 season Toscanini was back to share the workload. 

In fact, he was already back during Stokie’s first season when he learned of the headaches 
the British-American conductor was causing NBC-RCA. There were divided feelings inside the 
corporation. Many of their executives and board members were sick of the older conductor’s 
explosions at rehearsals, which had become an inside joke as well as a headache (in 1941 a 
special, white-labeled recording of one of Toscanini’s rehearsal explosions, introduced by 
Leonard Joy, was circulated to music critics as a Christmas gift) and his refusal to adhere strictly 
to the timeframe of the broadcast (he would continue to run overtime, as we shall see, well into 
the late 1940s), but the company’s president, David Sarnoff, remained fiercely loyal to the Italian 
and considered him the greatest conductor in the world. In order to mollify Stokowski, who 



during this first season as music director might have felt that Toscanini was horning in on his 
new turf, the Toscanini concerts—six of them during Stokie’s first season—were not aired from 
5 to 6 p.m. on Sunday afternoons but, rather, on Saturday evenings from 9:30 to 10:30. 

Surprisingly, the two conductors didn’t clash all that much on repertoire. Toscanini was 
only too happy to allow Stokowski to conduct music he didn’t care for, among which was—
surprisingly—Gustav Holst’s popular orchestral suite The Planets. One would think that such an 
exciting, interesting, and well-crafted tonal score would appeal to him, but like the Tchaikovsky 
Fifth Symphony, he was never interested in it. Their one moment of contention came, famously, 
over the American premiere of the Shostakovich Seventh Symphony, given at a special post-
season concert on July 19, 1942. As a bigger champion of Shostakovich’s music than Toscanini, 
who only liked the composer’s first symphony, Stokowski claimed dibs on this premiere, but in a 
rare moment of diplomacy Toscanini sent Stokowski a fairly nice letter asking if he might not 
have the honor of performing it, after which “you will never find me again in your way.” 
Stokowski acquiesced and the performance was given by the Italian. 

In its time, the Toscanini performance of this symphony was considered nothing short of 
sensational, yet RCA and Toscanini hesitated to issue the performance on records. This was, 
after all, still the 78-rpm era, and a symphony running 74 minutes would have taken up nine 12-
inch Red Seal Discs, which sold for $1.25 apiece, still during the Depression and also, by then, 
during wartime. The only reason RCA actually thought about releasing it during the 1940s was 
that some intrepid individual had recorded the performance off the air, and was making copies 
for friends and enthusiasts and circulating them for free. When this recording was finally issued 
commercially in 1967, from the RCA sources, it was excoriated for its aggressively harsh sound, 
acidic-sounding winds, scraping strings and the faster-than-written last movement. Shostakovich 
himself was sent a copy of acetates as a gift from the corporation and was not terribly pleased, 
even though he greatly admired Toscanini’s performances of his First Symphony. The irony is 
that, when Stokowski finally did perform it, Shostakovich disliked his performance even more! 

As for Toscanini’s interest in American music, this too increased to a point after 
Stokowski’s appointment, although his tastes ran more towards more tonal works (with the 
single exception of Roy Harris’ Symphony No. 3). Music by Paul Creston, Ferde Grofé and 
particularly George Gershwin entered his repertoire, and although he gave a rather stiff account 
of the latter’s Piano Concerto in F, he actually gave surprisingly idiomatic performances of the 
Rhapsody in Blue and An American in Paris. Among his more interesting premieres of American 
music was Die Nacht, a series of tone poems by the little-known American composer George 
Templeton Strong, who spent most of his years as an expatriate. Die Nacht is clearly a 
masterpiece, densely-written music in the Impressionist style, mixing both French and German 
aesthetics, and Toscanini’s performance, though poorly-recorded, is absolutely superb. Yet, once 
again, this was a one-off. 

Toscanini’s performances from the period 1943-47, covering the latter war years and a 
little beyond, were frequently stiff in rhythm and lacked inflection. Many observers tend to 
believe that this was occasioned by his nervousness over the war and the fate of his beloved 
Italy, but I am more inclined to believe, as some Toscanini admirers have pointed out, that his 
aesthetics were changing. Restudying his beloved scores, he came to the conclusion that this 
music could be performed without as much rubato, tenuto and rallentando effects as he 
previously used, that what others heard as “streamlining” the music was, in fact, “more honest.” 
There is some truth to this. In 1943 he gave his first operatic performance with the orchestra, the 
complete third act of Verdi’s Rigoletto, with soprano Gertrude Ribla (an excellent singer who 
went on to have a nice, if not particularly spectacular, career), tenor Jan Peerce, mezzo Nan 
Merriman (a Toscanini favorite who went on to have quite a high-profile career) and baritone 



Frank Valentino. Over the years, this broadcast has taken a back seat to the performance he gave 
of the same Act 3 a year later at Madison Square Garden, conducting the combined NBC 
Symphony and New York Philharmonic orchestras, with the bigger-named Zinka Milanov as 
Gilda and Leonard Warren as Rigoletto, but if you listen to both performances back-to-back it is 
clear that the 1943 version is far superior in terms of phrasing, relaxation and inflection. 
Moreover, Ribla is superior to Milanov in sounding like a true Gilda; her voice is not as thick 
and Slavic-sounding, but has a bright timbre, and she sings the words with far greater feeling. 
Toscanini’s intention was to finally have Gilda sung by the same sort of soprano that could also 
sing Leonora in Il Trovatore or even Aida. In the mid-1970s, there appeared a performance of the 
complete opera on the Acanta label with the excellent Italian soprano Margherita Rinaldi, who 
had an even more silvery voice than Ribla and equal power in the large climaxes, which also 
fulfilled this aesthetic view. Again, it was a complete turn-around for him, since in the 1920s at 
La Scala he had consistently used the light soubrette Toti dal Monte for this role.  

A certain amount of interest is attached to his 1944 broadcast, over two weeks, of 
Beethoven’s Fidelio, an opera he had not performed since 1936, when Lotte Lehmann sang 
Leonore. His cast choices of this broadcast were, for the most part, occasioned by his inability to 
obtain some of the leading Metropolitan Opera stars he wanted in the cast. The Met’s general 
manager, Edward Johnson, strongly disliked the idea that Toscanini was competing with his 
establishment, and did everything in his power to thwart his efforts, but there’s a good possibility 
that he had wanted Helen Traubel to sing Leonore and she wasn’t on speaking terms with him at 
that time. As Milton Cross pointed out in a late interview, Toscanini was constantly sending the 
Met letters complaining about their cast choices for their Saturday matinee broadcasts and 
making “helpful” suggestions, which Johnson clearly resented. The result was a Fidelio clearly 
diminished in emotional power because the voices he chose were not merely smaller than those 
normally used—family friend Rose Bampton as Leonore and Jan Peerce as Florestan—but 
lacking in emotional impact. Yet the tempi and phrasing of this performance is, in many ways, 
almost identical to the surviving shortwave transmission of Act 1 from 1936 (up to the 
“Abscheulischer”). What hurt this performance, and to a slightly lesser extent the 1936 one, was 
Toscanini’s insistence that the tempi be as quick and uninflected as one of the composer’s 
symphonies. This was a grievous error, one which Karl Böhm also made in his own 
performances of the opera in the 1960s. Brisk, taut tempi only works in certain sections of 
Fidelio; the great quartet, “Mir ist so wunderbar,” the chorus of prisoners at the end of Act 1, and 
Florestan’s great aria “Gott! Welch dunkel hier!” all benefit from a certain relaxation of tempo. 
Of course, the usual German approach of conducting everything too slow works against it as 
well. The two best performances of the opera I’ve ever heard are, ironically, Met broadcasts, the 
first from February 1941 with Kirsten Flagstad, René Maison and Alexander Kipnis, conducted 
by Bruno Walter, and another from 1984 with Eva Marton, Jon Vickers and Paul Plishka, 
conducted by Klaus Tennstedt. These two conductors fully understood the dichotomy or, one 
might say, the chiaroscuro of this music, that it needs a constant interplay of light and dark, 
quickness and relaxation, in order to make it effective. The Toscanini Fidelio is clearly one of his 
greatest failures as a conductor. 

Yet if Fidelio was a failure, the complete second act of Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice was one 
of his greatest achievements. There are two performances of this, too, the first from April 1, 1945 
and the second a studio recording from November 1952, both with Merriman as Orfeo. The 
earlier performance is, again, clearly the more varied in phrasing and tempo, though both are 
good, and it is a pity that he never chose to perform the complete opera—except that he probably 
would have included all the “outside” music in the first and third acts that he used at the Met in 
1910, which was ahistoric and musically inaccurate.  



We also need to take into account something that B.H. Haggin pointed out, that during his 
New York Philharmonic tenure Toscanini was always more tense and nervous, and thus 
conducted less effective readings, on the first night of each week’s performances (Thursday), 
that he was generally more relaxed on Friday night and even more so on Sundays, the day of the 
broadcasts. Again, there are exceptions to this, both in the Philharmonic and NBC years. 

One thing that is often overlooked is that, by today’s standards, Toscanini would probably 
be diagnosed with Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder or OCD. No survey of his work in any period 
of his conducting career escaped this facet of his personality—nor does the claim made in 
Harvey Sachs’ new biography that he would wake up in the middle of the night and fussily 
rearrange the paintings on his walls, or his occasional insistence on re-dubbing instruments in his 
recordings because they didn’t sound as clear to him as they did on the podium, even if such 
dubbing degraded the sound quality of the original recording. Many musicians and singers who 
worked under him understood this and forgave him his temper tantrums because, as they 
realized, he drove himself as hard or harder than he drove them…but it didn’t make life any 
easier for them. As violinist Samuel Antek said, he made them feel the same kind of excitement 
about music that they first had as youngsters approaching it for the first time, and as long as they 
appeared to be digging in and giving 110% he was happy. This is why, when you watch the NBC 
television broadcasts of Toscanini conducting, you will see the orchestra making what appears to 
be exaggerated motions: moving back and forth as they play, pushing their bows across the 
strings with what appears to be brute force. This made Toscanini happy because, in his view, 
they were “giving their all.”  

Much to the chagrin of Toscanini-haters, no one has yet found a singer who performed 
under him, other than the wayward tenor Giacomo Lauri-Volpi, who considered him a tyrant. 
Most singers loved working with him; Salvatore Baccaloni, another of Toscanini’s “discoveries” 
at La Scala in the 1920s, said in an early-1960s interview on the radio series Toscanini: The Man 
Behind the Legand that “no one was more a more darling man to work with.” As long as you 
came prepared and knew your music, he was a happy camper and totally supportive. Alexander 
Kipnis pointed out that Toscanini didn’t mind different interpretations of the words of a work so 
long as you sang the rhythms properly, and tenor Richard Tucker, who had never sung Aida at all 
until he performed it with Toscanini, pointed out on the same radio show that “if you kept your 
eyes on him during the performance, he somehow mysteriously transmitted the music and 
sometimes even the words to you, almost by osmosis. It was uncanny.” 

In addition, there is the interesting observation made by psychologist Dr. Harry Gross, who 
was privileged to be allowed to attend several NBC rehearsals. He felt that Toscanini’s intense 
rehearsal methods, with or without the temper explosions, were his way of “sensitizing” the 
orchestra to perform as a single, egoless unit, one might say a form of Rinzai Zen. One comment 
I read, the author of which escapes me at the moment, was that he never though an orchestra 
could be made to play under a conductor as if it were a gigantic organ, whose “keys” could be 
pressed down to produce a perfectly unified sound with the precision of a keystroke. These 
features, too, need to be taken into account when listening to Toscanini. The only two conductors 
who, in my personal experience, achieved much the same thing were Artur Rodziński and 
Michael Gielen, both of whom I admire nearly as much as Toscanini. Interestingly, Gielen, too, 
was often criticized for not producing “warm” enough performances. Yet I hear warmth in many 
of Gielen performances as well as in many Toscanini performances; the difference is that warmth 
was not their overriding concern. They wanted music to spring from the printed page with the 
same fire with which the composer conceived it. 

In one respect only I agree with Joseph Horowitz, and that is that NBC-RCA blatantly lied 
to consumers that Toscanini always played works “exactly as the composer wrote them.” Like 



many late-19th and early-20th-century conductors, Toscanini often padded the wind parts in 
earlier scores such as Mozart and Beethoven so they wouldn’t be overwhelmed by the strings. 
Mahler and Weingartner did the same. He once wrote a letter to Debussy asking his permission 
to double certain instruments in La Mer and Ibéria because “there are many things not clear,” to 
which Debussy agreed. In certain instances, however, Toscanini clearly went over the line, 
adding an extra bar to the coda of Tchaikovsky’s “Waltz of the Flowers” from the Nutcracker 
suite, cutting 117 bars from the last movement of the same composer’s Manfred Symphony (plus 
a few bars here and there from the first three movements), and fiddling around with the 
orchestral textures of Schumann’s Second Symphony. In the latter’s first-movement coda, his 
March 1941 performance shows the trumpet part rewritten, playing the descending fourth in 
measures 371-74 as an ascending fifth (C-G), probably in order to revisit a similar passage 
earlier in the movement. This does not help the music “sound” better; rather, it was simply his 
feeling that the ascending fifth, an important element of the movement, needed reiteration at this 
point. From the standpoint of musical logic, of which Toscanini was a master, it makes sense, but 
from the standpoint of what Schumann wrote and wanted, it makes no sense. The same holds true 
in the finale of the last movement, where Toscanini surreptitiously assigned the trumpet, which 
Schumann chose to be silent at that moment (measures 519 to the end), a part filling out the 
orchestral texture, which he felt to be too thin. Happily, he changed and modified these foolish 
touches in his March 1946 performance, clearly the more musically acceptable of the two.  

But why do these things at all? It was not caprice, any more than his occasionally heavy-
sounding orchestration of the Beethoven Septet was caprice; Felix Weingartner, be it noted, 
wrote a much more ghastly orchestration of the same composer’s “Hammerklavier” Sonata that, 
amazingly, is still sometimes played today. In one respect, this was yet another manifestation of 
his OCD. In another, it was the frustrated composer in him coming out. In addition to all of the 
above, Toscanini also wrote his own first-movement cadenza to Mozart’s Bassoon Concerto that 
even the soloist in the performance, Leonard Sharrow, disliked (in later years, Sharrow even 
tried to claim that he wasn’t really the soloist on the recording!). If Furtwängler was essentially a 
Romantic, and he was, Toscanini was essentially a Classicist, and like his favorite orchestrators 
of all time, Beethoven and Berlioz, he heard music as a 3-D riot of colors and shapes. 

And, to be fair, most of his score retouching were quite good and true to the composer’s 
intent. There exists a performance of the final chorus from Bach’s St. Matthew Passion, “Wir 
setzen uns mit Tränen nieder,” that although not quite authentic styling is far from splashy or 
thick in scoring, and in an equally rare version of the Act III Introduction and Polonaise from 
Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov—the only recording of him playing any music from one of his 
favorite operas—his scoring is essentially beefed-up Mussorgsky, not the splashier Rimsky-
Korsakov arrangement that he was said to have detested. 

This also goes a long way towards explaining why he often refused to perform certain 
works complete: only The Moldau from Ma Vlast, only Ibéria from the Images pour orchestra, 
only the first two of Debussy’s Nocturnes, only the “Te Deum” from Verdi’s Quattro pezzi sacri 
and, in his earlier years, only the “March to the Scaffold” from Berlioz’ Symphonie Fantastique. 
If the music wasn’t logical to his obsessive, fastidious mind, he didn’t want to perform it, and 
wild horses couldn’t drag him to do so. His dislike of Mahler did not come from its being too 
complex but, rather, from the fact that the composer juxtaposed themes rather than developing 
them, and his mood swings within movements were too much for Toscanini to accept as valid. 
Neither Bruno Walter nor Dimitri Mitropoulos nor Eugene Ormandy, all conductors he admired 
to some degree, could ever convince him that at least the Mahler First, Second and Fourth 
Symphonies were more musically logical than the others. If you view it from the point of a strict 



classicist, he was right; if you view it from the point of the music’s immense musical impact, he 
was wrong. But that was just his taste. 

As for his famously “clipped” phrasing, which is what puts a great many listeners off to 
Toscanini, that too came and went. Sometimes it does take some getting used to, and 
occasionally (as in Fidelio) it doesn’t work at all, but once you enter his sound-world and start 
getting used to his phrasing the less it begins to bother you. 

Unless your name is Joseph Horowitz. 
 
 
 
 


